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Scientific data grows exponentially

Price (1960) Larsen and von Ins (2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s been noticed as early as 1960 that scientific data (here measured as publications) grows exponentially



Scientific data grows exponentially

Price (1960) Larsen and von Ins (2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not hard to find recent papers that continue to echo this conclusion, with one recent analysis suggesting global scientific output doubles every nine years



Data repositories
Collections databases

Lists of specimens and 
associated information

Research databases

Derived data, related to 
research question

(Uhen et al, 2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result, we have a lot of data and correspondingly a proliferation of databasesDistinguishing collection databases from research databases, noting this talk will mostly focus on research databases



Research databases

• Distinct but 
overlapping 
spheres of data

• Some data more 
derived than 
others

(Uhen et al, 2013)

Some (but not all) data from a search for Dytiscidae water beetles

2D Media Occurrence
(geographic,
stratigraphic)

3D Media Character matrix
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Several things distinguish research dbs from one another. They tend to host distinct but overlapping spheres of data, and some data is more derived than others. Derived here means how many steps are between the data and the specimen to which it pertains – a 2D picture is not very derived, a qualitative morphological characterization in a matrix is relatively highly derived.



Research databases

• Some databases 
specialize more 
than others

• Benefits of niche 
specialization

• Reduced 
competition

• Data sustainability

(Uhen et al, 2013)

Some (but not all) data from a search for Dytiscidae water beetles
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Another way databases differ is in their degree of specialization concerning the data they host. Looking at the list of databases surveyed by Uhen et al. 2013, it is apparent that many or possibly even most research databases host at least some of the same kinds of data. But at the same time, most databases tend to have something specific that they specialize in and handle very well, such as PBDB and geographic/statigraphic occurrence data. There are some benefits to databases being able to specialize in a niche of data, such as reduced competition and databases being able to devote attention to the specific form of data to which they are best suited. This means the stored data will likely be better organized, and this results in a more sustainable data model. Because of this, it may be beneficial to create structures that help databases to specialize.  



Integrative links allow data to be stored in most 
suitable repository, and made available to other 

repositories and the public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building links between databases – such as links between MorphoSource and PBDB or iDigBio – allows data to be stored in a repository that is most strongly focused on it, but at the same time for those data to be made available to many other repositories at the same time.



Concern: What if the specialized repository disappears?
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Presentation Notes
A reasonable concern



Solution: modular design conforming to community 
standards, easy to transport if necessary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem also has a positive upside, a healthy ecological community of databases. 



Database integration

• Benefits
• More sustainable data model
• Easier for end users
• New kinds of automated research
• Force multiplier

• Challenges:
• Collaborative development of 

integration models
• Record matching

Proposed integrationCurrent integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So creating integrative links between databases can allow them to specialize, making for a more sustainable data model, etc.. This has numerous advantages, but there are also thorny obstacles to be considered on the way. Now I am going to discuss two examples of specific integrations, one reflecting work we have recently done and other something we would like to do. The first shows some of the practical issues of integration, the second illustrates the process of coming up with an integration model. 



Integration model: associate specimen records in 
MorphoSource and iDigBio

>104 million 
specimens, many 

from museum 
collections

>25,000 3D media 
files of vouchered 

specimens
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This is my first example of database integration in practice, I’m going to talk about some work we have recently completed to integrate MorphoSource and iDigBio specimen records.



Integrating pre-existing data

• Identifying iDigBio records 
matched to currently existing 
MorphoSource records

• Fuzzy specimen number 
matching

• For matches, occurrence ID 
gathered from iDigBio to 
create association



Integrating new data

• Users adding new 
specimen records search 
for pre-existing 
MorphoSource records

• Specimen import tool now 
searches iDigBio
automatically

• Associate occurrence ID



Good progress so far, but…

• Will never have perfect 100% 
matching between MorphoSource
and iDigBio

• Reason: MorphoSource does not 
require pre-existing occurrence IDs 
(GUIDs) for specimen records when 
uploading data

• Too many possible records without 
museum-provided occurrence IDs

TDWG GUID Applicability Statement, 
Recommendation 5: Providers should only 
assign GUIDs to objects for which they are 
the authority. 

Specimen record
MorphoSource can’t 
authoritatively assign

GUID 3D Media
MorphoSource can 

authoritatively assign GUID

(Richards, 2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our efforts to associate MorphoSource records with those of iDigBio highlights a continual question in database integration: how is it best to match specimen records? Occurrence IDs are best, but it should be said there are still certain limitations in practice…



Ingestion of MorphoSource media records 
into iDigBio

Alouatta palliata specimen record
No occurrence ID

MorphoSource-assigned GUID

3D Media
MorphoSource-assigned GUID Already existing media, but no museum-

provided occurrence ID for specimen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To show that these aren’t just arcane issues, here is an example of a situation where these issues have created difficulties previously. It is very challenging to ingest MorphoSource media records into iDigBio where museum-provided occurrence IDs are not available for specimens. The problem becomes even worse if other media records have already been entered in a similar situation, because connecting these records can be a challengeMention Audubon core as part of this



• Integration model: Enhance individual 
resources through combined data 
access, deposition, and workflow tools

3D Media Occurrences, stratigraphy,
references

• Phenomic and 
phenomic/genomic character 
matrices

• Annotated phenomic data
• 2D/3D Media files

• Collaborative matrix building 
tools

• >1,500 projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our second database integration example. The ideas presented here reflect in-progress discussions between ourselves (collectively representing MorphoSource, PBDB, and MorphoBank) concerning how to build an integration model



Links to data from other sites within each site



Implemented via ePANDDA integration

New integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The website example in the previous slide is accomplished on the back-end by hooking MorphoBank and MorphoSource into ePANDDA API, such that a single query from the API will return results from all of the databases shown. This means the model here is not just to build new things, but to enhance and improve previously existing efforts seeking to address the same problem. 



Data deposition

• Modular tools for depositing data to 
multiple sites

• Links/widgets within individual sites

• Benefits
• Minimize duplicate data entry
• Maximize metadata consistency

Dataset with combined:

3D Media

Occurrence data

Character matrix

Victoriapithecus sp.
Prohylobates sp.

Hypocone
0
1

User first visits…

And is also routed to…



Data analysis tools

MorphoBank Collaborative Web Matrix Builder

1. Search MorphoSource media, load into 3D media 
viewer with annotation tools (modular web applet)

2. Search PBDB for specimen, associate 
stratigraphy as character



Summary

• Two-forked approach to database integration
• Front-end tools for ease of use
• Back-end architecture (APIs, etc.) for future work

• Benefits
• Improves data sustainability
• Builds on previous infrastructure
• Enables new automated data gathering methods

• Challenges
• Collaborative development of integration model



Conclusion

• Database integration is beneficial and necessary for managing 
continually increasing amounts of scientific output

• Enables database niche specialization, ensuring data preservation and 
increasing data quality in terms of meeting best standards

• Requires robust community-approved standards and careful thought 
concerning integration models
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